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It was decided not to have the annual AGM in Gremersdorf since only small issues was to be clarified and this 

was done by the committee via mail. The AGM might in the future be held in connection with the Cemar final 

race but this is to be agreed upon. The following is an overview of the news/up dates for 2018. See details in 

OLT, JST, CETSC and CEEC regulations 2018, which you can find on www.classicmx.se 

  

 General  

 

- Number plate colours and numbers must be according to the rules. 3 penalty per leg for wrong number 

plate  colours. Wrong colours for following Cemar race means no start. See changes made for 2018 for 

colours to be used. 

 

-    Special cup for best 70+ rider will only be given in Twin Shock and EVO. 

 

-    Organizer fee for a Cemar event has been reduced to Euro 500 total for OLT,JST,CETSC and EVO. 

 

- Cemar race 2018 will be 3 events. See Race Calendar on www.classicmx.se  

 

Rules/Regulations 

 

- EVO/Twin Shock small changes in article 2.1 + 4.2 + 4.4 + 6.11 

 

- JST small changes in article 4.2 + 4.4 + 4.7 + 4.8 + 6.9  

 

- OLT small changes in article 4.2 + 4.4 + 4.7 + 4.8  

 

  Penalty points for OLT, JST, CETSC and CEEC *   

 
 Incorrect Penalty points 

 Chassis 10 per leg 

 Engine  10 per leg 

 Front fork 10 per leg 

 Rear Shocks 10 per leg 

  Flat slide     5 per leg 

 Reed valve  5 per leg 

 Numberplate   3 per leg   

 

* For the jury to decide. 

 

All riders with not allowed deviations must be strictly informed that participation with the deviations  

is accepted once only, and for them to carefully study actual regulations, i.e. the riders cannot participate 

with the deviation(s) in coming races. 

 

 

Other Issues: 

 

Wishing you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year and looking forward to see you all in 2018. 

 

Cemar Committee November 2018. 
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